
Welcome to Year 2  
Autumn Term  Learning    2018 

Confident 
Can  I speak  clearly to others and explain my thinking when solving  
problems and whilst evaluating tasks? 
Can I retell traditional tales that I know and record them? 
Can I count forwards and backwards in steps of 2,3,5,and 10 confi-
dently? 
Can I answer questions quickly in CLIC,  Learn Its and times table challenges? 
Do I know when to ask for help and listen to, and respond , to advice? 

Curious 
Can I ask questions about things I am interested in, research and 
find answers? 
What do the change of seasons mean to me? 
What are the different materials?  Where do they come from?  
What are they used for and why? 
What happened during the Plague and Great Fire of London? 

Considerate 
Can I contribute to, and follow the class Charter? 
Can I carry our different roles in the classroom and  around 
school? 
Can I support others with their learning? 
Do I understand what bullying is and know what to do if I see it? 
Do I know how to use computers effectively, and take care of myself and  
others on line?  
Do I understand the meaning of  prayer and festivals for Christians  and other 
religions? 

Focus  - Confidence and Communication  



Communicative 
Can I speak clearly in sentences using the correct tense? 
Can I write effectively using interesting vocabulary and  
correct grammar and punctuation?  .,!? 
Can I  use words for story telling in French? 
Can I  talk and write effectively to entertain and inform others? 
Can I  actively listen to others and learn from them? 

Creative 
Can I create algorithms and debug them in Scratch Junior  
and other situations? 
Can I create and sew my own hand puppet? 
Can I create stories, gymnastic routines on large apparatus 
and dance routines using traditional styles? 
Can I  apply my learning to new situations and problems? 
Can I play  rhythms and help compose a class  piece of music ? 

Craftsmanship 
Can I use observation skills  effectively to inform my learning? 
Can I use editing skills to improve my work?  
Can I improve my cursive handwriting style? 
Can I remember number facts about addition to 20 and 2,5, 
and 10 x tables  instantly? 
Do I know when to use my best presentation skills? 

Committed 
Do I “have a go “and not give up because I understand that we 
learn from our  mistakes? 
Do I know my targets and work hard to achieve them? 
Do I complete my Home Learning Tasks such as reading? 
Do I work to improve my skills in all lessons including physical activities such as 
tennis , gymnastics and running? 
 


